DENİZBANK KOZAN BRANCH OPENS!

Being the private bank making the most significant investment in agricultural sector, DenizBank expands its service network. Continuing its studies with the aim of developing the agricultural sector and presenting innovative products to the sector, DenizBank aims at providing the people of Kozan with innovative banking services with priorities in its newly-opened Kozan Branch. Opening its doors on 16 March 2009, Kozan Branch is managed by Orhan Aydoğan.

Orhan Aydoğan, Kozan Branch Manager, made the following statements: “Agricultural sector is of great importance for DenizBank. We are really proud of being the first private bank to realize the strategic importance of agricultural sector, to which private banks have not given enough room until recent years, and of being the first private bank to invest in this sector. Our Bank’s target is to increase farmers’ productivity and profitability and to make “businessmen” out of them. Products and services we present takes us one step closer to achieve this goal. We try to stand by our farmers at all times and we work to provide them with financial and collective added-value”.

With a customer-oriented attitude in each branch, DenizBank foresees to increase the number of its branches from 400 to 450 at 2009-year end. DenizBank aims at continuing its fast growth in upcoming years.

DenizBank Kozan Branch:
Address: Irmak Cad. No: 115/C Kozan/ Adana
Phone: 0322 516 27 28